Nightly Samarkand

Subject: Indulge into the ancient centuries of historical sights of Samarkand
Duration: evening time (2 hours)
Meals: not included
Age restrictions: None

19:00: Meeting with a local English-speaking guide at the hotel reception and transfer to the city center.
Evening sightseeing program in Samarkand:

The mausoleum of Gur-Emir (XIV-XV centuries) is one of the best architectural monuments of Central Asia, the family grave of Tamerlane and the Timurid dynasty on the male line. The elegance, clarity of proportions, and beauty of the interior decoration put this mausoleum on equivalence with the masterpieces of world architecture.

Illuminated Registan Square with music – the main market square under Timur and Ulugbek reign begins to be built up. Out of the buildings from the XV century, a madrasah named after the name of Ulugbek has been preserved.

21:00: Back to hotel or drive to the dinner place (optional).
Includes:
- transportation services according to the excursion program;
- certified English-speaking local guide;
- entrance tickets according to the program.

Rate 2023 in USA Dollars per pax

Group price/pax – $ 85
Individual price/pax – $ 100

Doesn’t include:
- camera fees;
- additional personal expenses;
- meals.

1. The minimum number of participants for an individual rate is 2 people.
2. Excursions will be held every day in English.
3. Excursions in other languages are carried out on an individual request.
4. The tour in English and Russian is guaranteed with confirmation at least 12 hours in advance.
5. An excursion in other languages is guaranteed upon confirmation at least 20 hours in advance.

Contact numbers:
+ 998 91 031-02-80
+ 998 90 655-62-61
+ 998 90 809-26-01

Address:
Samarkand city, Samarkand touristic center, OFFICE # 10 in front of Regency hotel